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Current-induced vortex dynamics in Josephson-junction arrays:
Imaging experiments and model simulations
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We study the dynamics of current-biased Josephson-junction arrays with a magnetic penetration depthl'

smaller than the lattice spacing. We compare the dynamics imaged by low-temperature scanning electron
microscopy to the vortex dynamics obtained from model calculations based on the resistively shunted junction
model, in combination with Maxwell’s equations. We find three bias current regions with fundamentally
different array dynamics. The first region is the subcritical region, i.e., below the array critical currentI c . The
second, for currentsI aboveI c , is a ‘‘vortex region,’’ in which the response is determined by the vortex
degrees of freedom. In this region, the dynamics is characterized by spatial domains where vortices and
antivortices move across the array in opposite directions in adjacent rows and by transverse voltage fluctua-
tions. In the third, for still higher currents, the dynamics is dominated by coherent-phase motion, and the
current-voltage characteristics are linear.@S0163-1829~97!02433-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of Josephson-junction arrays are of interes
model vortex dynamics as well as for their application
superconducting electronics.1 Most experimental results
dealing with~vortex! dynamics in two-dimensional~2D! ar-
rays were obtained by measuring the current-voltage (I -V)
characteristics. Such measurements do not give the spa
resolved information needed for an unambiguous determ
tion of the detailed microscopic dynamics underlying t
measured response. By contrast low-temperature scan
electron microscopy~LTSEM! is a technique that allows fo
spatially resolved investigation of the dynamical states
superconducting systems. As such it offers the possibility
determine the microscopic nature of the dynamics, if o
correlates the experimental information with the microsco
dynamics obtained from model calculations.

Here we present both experimental images and theore
vortex dynamics results in dc-biased 2D classical arrays~i.e.,
with a Josephson coupling energyEJ much larger than the
charging energyEc) with high damping and a small mag
netic penetration depth, and in zero applied magnetic fi
We gain detailed insight into the spatially resolved vort
dynamics by supplementing and comparing the LTSEM
sults to those obtained from model calculations employ
the resistively shunted junction equations together with M
well’s equations. Due to the small magnetic penetrat
depth of our samples, the applied dc current gives rise
strong induced magnetic fields at the edges of the arr
These fields in turn facilitate the penetration of~current-
induced! vortices at the edges. In this respect there is so
correspondence between inductive overdamped arrays
560163-1829/97/56~9!/5564~8!/$10.00
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continuous superconducting thin films. Both systems sho
current-induced resistive state due to the nucleation of vo
ces of opposite vorticity at opposite ends of the sample
subsequent vortex motion into the sample, as is described
superconducting bridges in Refs. 2 and 3.

We include the mutual inductances between array cell
order to take into account the self-induced fields in the mo
simulation. We use an algorithm developed recently in R
4, which takes into account an approximate full-range ind
tance matrix. A particularly interesting region of array d
namics is the current region slightly above the array criti
current. There we find an intricate structure in theI -V
curves.5–8 Recent results of LTSEM experiments in this cu
rent region were interpreted in terms of the collective mot
of current-induced vortices.5 Subsequently the detailed form
of this motion was found to be in close agreement with p
liminary results of numerical investigations that take in
account inductive effects.9

The aim of this work is to provide insight into the arra
dynamics underlying the structures found in theI -V curves
over the whole current range. To achieve this goal we co
pare the experimental imaging results to graphical anim
tions of the time evolution of the spatially resolved vort
pattern distributions obtained from our model calculatio
In addition, we define and calculate a number of ord
parameter-like quantities that characterize the nature of
microscopic dynamics. The main conclusion is that we c
distinguish three different regions in the array dynamics:
subcritical region~I!, the vortex region~II !, and the region of
constant differential resistance~III !. In region~I! the array is
in a zero-voltage state. Region~II ! is dominated by~collec-
tive! vortex dynamics, contributing to the structure of th
5564 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 5565CURRENT-INDUCED VORTEX DYNAMICS IN . . .
I -V characteristics. In contrast, in region~III ! the array dy-
namics is characterized by a ‘‘nearly coherent’’ behavior
the junction phases. In Sec. II we describe the samples
the imaging technique. In Sec. III we introduce the mo
equations and the quantities calculated. In Sec. IV the exp
mental measurements and the model calculation are
cussed and compared. Our conclusions are presented in
V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A. Samples

The samples used for the present studies consist of
dimensional arrays of Nb/AlOx /Nb junctions with square el
ementary cells. The junctions are square with an area
about 18mm 2. We used 636, 10310, and 20320 arrays
without a ground plane and 10310 and 20310 arrays with a
superconducting PbIn ground plane placed at a distanc
the array of about 1mm. Here anN3M array denotes an
array that hasN columns ofM junctions. The lattice spacing
a is 16.7mm. Each of the junctions is externally shunted
an Ohmic resistorRs'1.5 V to decrease the McCumbe
parameterbc52p i cRs

2C/F0'0.7 ~Ref. 10! ~overdamped
regime!, whereF05h/(2e) denotes the flux quantum. Th
critical current of each junction isi c'150 mA. The spread
of i c over one array is typically less than 3%~one standard
deviation from the mean value!.10 The magnetic penetratio
depth l'5\/(2em0i c) of the arrays11 is smaller thana,
wherem0 is the permeability of free space ande is the el-
ementary charge. In Ref. 10 the sample geometry, lay
and fabrication are described in more detail.

B. Experimental imaging of arrays

Low-temperature scanning electron microscopy offers
possibility to image various properties of superconduct
samples during their operation at liquid helium temperatu
The basic LTSEM principles together with some results
described in Refs. 12 and 13. The top surface of the sam
is scanned with the electron beam, while the sample is t
mally coupled to a liquid helium bath. For the present stu
ies, the sample is dc current biased and the electron b
induces a changeDV in the array voltage that is recorded
a function of the focus coordinates (x0 ,y0) of thee beam. In
order to increase the sensitivity, thee beam is chopped with
a 20 kHz frequency andDV is phase sensitively detecte
with a lock-in amplifier. Typical values forDV are in the the
range 100 nV to 5mV, whereas the array voltageV is of the
order of mV. Hence, the perturbation due to thee-beam ir-
radiation is small. The sample temperature is estimated t
about 4.5 K for a helium-bath temperature of 4.2 K. T
dominant effect of thee-beam irradiation is local heating
We estimate from thee-beam parameters~electron energy 25
keV, beam current 100 pA! that there is a local temperatur
increment at the beam focus of about 0.4 K. The lateral
tension of the thermally perturbed area is about 1mm,a
~representing the limit of the spatial resolution of this ima
ing technique!.

The sample is shielded from external magnetic fields
four m-metal shields at both room and liquid helium tem
peratures. A perpendicular magnetic field can be applied
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ing a circular copper coil placed in the liquid helium ju
below the sample substrate. In zero applied magnetic fi
the residual external dc field perpendicular to the array c
responds to a frustrationf &0.1, with f the average externa
flux in one unit cell divided byF0. This residual magnetic
field B'700 nT was obtained by measuring the depende
of the array critical currentI c on an applied perpendicula
magnetic field for an array without a superconducting grou
plane.

The experimental data shown in this paper are obtaine
zero applied perpendicular magnetic field, i.e., in the resid
magnetic field mentioned above. For applied fields cor
sponding to approximately integer values off the experi-
mental results remain qualitatively the same up tof '5.

To interpret our imaging results, it is important to identi
the different time scales involved. The junction oscillatio
period is of the order of 10 ps, whereas the decay time of
beam’s thermal perturbation is about 100 ns.12 During step-
wise scanning, the electron beam typically stays 3 ms at e
position. The time needed to take one complete LTSEM
age of the array dynamics is of the order of minutes, a
hence, the beam-induced voltage signalDV(x0 ,y0) repre-
sents atime-averagedquantity on the time scales of Josep
son dynamics.

The local temperature increment at thee-beam focus is
most effective at the positions of the Josephson junctio
For an e-beam current of 100 pA, the heating of an ind
vidual junction at (x0 ,y0) results in a reductionD i c of the
critical current of this junctionD i c / i c'8%. The resulting
voltage changeDV(x0 ,y0) depends on the nature of the d
namics at and around the junction at (x0 ,y0). Hence, a spa-
tially inhomogeneous steady-state dynamics gives rise to
inhomogeneous image. Spatially resolved images have b
interpreted in Ref. 5 in terms of vortex motion or, in the ca
of underdamped samples, in terms of row-switched dyna
cal states.

III. MODEL EQUATIONS FOR THE DYNAMICS
OF INDUCTIVE JOSEPHSON-JUNCTION ARRAYS

In this section we briefly discuss the model we use
describe the array dynamics including the self-induced m
netic fields. In the model, the array is driven by a unifor
applied dc currentI along the vertical direction. In the clas
sical regimeEJ@Ec (EJ5F0i c /2p and Ec5e2/2C), the
phasesu(r ) of the superconducting order parameter on
island r are the only variables. The array dynamics is th
determined by the resistively and capacitively shunted ju
tion ~RCSJ! model for each junction and Kirchhoff’s curren
conservation condition on the superconducting islands p
Faraday’s law for the magnetic field dynamics.

Using the approximation introduced in Ref. 4~‘‘model
C’’ ! for the full-range inductance matrix, and using the te
poral gauge, one obtains a closed set of dynamical equat
for the gauge-invariant phase differencesC(r ,r 8)
[u(r )2u(r 8)22pA(r ,r 8). HereA(r ,r 8) is defined by the
line integral of the vector potential A,
A(r ,r 8)5(1/F0)* r8

r A•dl. The derivation and implementa
tion of these model equations is discussed in more deta
Refs. 4 and 14. In the model calculations we can explic
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5566 56S. G. LACHENMANN et al.
tune the dimensionless parametersbc andl' , introduced in
Sec. II A.

In our simulations we obtainC(r ,r1a) (a5ex ,ey) as a
function of time. The magnetic flux is then given by

2pF~R,t !

F0
5 (
P~R!

C~r ,r 8,t !. ~1!

Here P(R) is the anticlockwise sum over the four bon
(r ,r 8) around the plaquette with coordinateR. The vorticity
n(R) is given by

2p~n~R!2F~R!/F0!52 (
P~R!

C̃~r ,r 8!, ~2!

with

C̃~r ,r 8!5C~r ,r 8!22p NS C~r ,r 8!

2p D ,

or, equivalently, by

n~R,t !52 (
P~R!
NS C~r ,r 8!

2p D . ~3!

Here the functionN yields the integer nearest to the arg
ment. The voltage response for a current applied in thy
direction is obtained from

V5
1

NMNt
(

r
(
t51

Nt dC~r ,r2ey ,t !

dt
. ~4!

HereNt is the number of time-integration steps, and( r is the
sum over theN3M junctions in the current direction.V is
expressed in units ofi cRs , and time is expressed in units o
the dimensionless characteristic time tc51/vc
5\/(2eRsi c).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

A. Current-voltage characteristics

Figure 1 shows a representative experimental curr
voltage (I -V) characteristic together with its differential re
sistancedV/dI obtained from a 10310 array. The rich struc-
ture of dV/dI aboveI c is typical for all arrays studied. In
Fig. 1 we indicate three regions. The subcritical region~I!
defined forI ,I c , an intermediate current region~II ! ending
at I lin , and region~III !, where the differential resistance b
comes constant, forI .I lin . In Fig. 2 we show anI -V curve

FIG. 1. I -V characteristic of an experimentalI -V characteristic
of a 10310 array together with the differential resistan
(dV/dI)(I ) measured at a temperatureT'4.5 K.
t-

obtained from numerical simulation of a 20320 array with
bc52p i cRs

2C/F050 andl'50.6a. Also shown isdV/dI
~thin line!. The critical current isI c /N50.87i c . This I -V
curve is qualitatively similar to the one measured in the
periments: For intermediate currents, the differential res
tance shows a jagged structure, and for currentsI *1.5Nic ,
the I -V curve is linear, just as is the case for large currents
the experimentalI -V curve. As our prime goal is to obtain
qualitative modeling of the experimental systems, the cho
of simulation parameters is motivated partly by numeri
convenience. In particular, we simulate al'50.6a, although
in experiment this ratio is about 0.1. The latter value wou
lead to considerably stiffer differential equations that requ
much longer computation times. Due to their smallerl' /a
ratio, the samples studied experimentally have even stron
self-induced magnetic fields than the simulated ones,
thus smaller critical currents. Furthermore, in experime
region ~II ! extends up toI lin'2.9Nic , whereas the simula
tions indicate that the border between regions~II ! and~III ! is
at I'1.5Nic .

B. Imaging of array dynamics

In this section we present images of the array dynam
for the three different regions in theI -V characteristic in Fig.
1. We first discuss the subcritical region, then the region
vortex dynamics, and finally the region of constant differe
tial resistance. Typical LTSEM imaging results are shown
Fig. 3 and model simulation results in Fig. 4.

1. Subcritical region„I <I c…

For a bias currentI ,I c and in the absence of LTSEM
heating, the array is in the zero-voltage state. Neverthel
we obtain useful information from the dynamical imagin
experiments. In particular, we will see below that the L
SEM images obtained in this region confirm the importan
of inductive effects in our small-l' samples.

In Fig. 3~a! we show a typical LTSEM imaging resu
below but close to the array critical currentI c , for relatively
high beam power. From this result we see that junctions a

FIG. 2. Theoretical zero-temperatureI -V characteristics~thick
line! and the differential resistance (dV/dI)(I ) ~for selected data
points we also show the error bars! of a 20320 array withbc50
and l'50.6a. V is the time-averaged voltage across the array
the current direction.
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56 5567CURRENT-INDUCED VORTEX DYNAMICS IN . . .
near the edges parallel to the bias current give a volt
response to the local heating. This can be understood in
following way. For currents in this subcritical region, b
close to the array critical currentI c , the LTSEM is acting as
an active probe, inducing vortex motion. When thei c of a
junction at the array edge is lowered due to thee-beam irra-
diation, vortices can overcome the energy barrier for entr
this junction and subsequently travel across the array. A
result, a voltage signalDV.0 is observed. The correspond
ing process for junctions not at the edges is the creation
vortex-antivortex pair. From Fig. 3~a! we see that this latte
process does not occur for junctions that are not close to
edges. This means that such junctions carry less cur

FIG. 3. Grey value representations of the experimental volt
image DV(x0 ,y0) for a 10310 array atT'4.5 K. The array is
current biased atI 50.9I c ~a! and I 54.25I c ~b!, respectively. The
dc bias current flows vertically through the array. The array bou
aries lie between 0mm and 150mm in both directions. A positive
~negative! e-beam-induced voltage signalDV(x0 ,y0) is indicated
by the dark~bright! areas, whereas zero signal is shown by the a
surrounding the array. The individual rows of junctions are in
cated by the small arrows numbered 1–10 from top to bottom
~a!, theDV,0 voltage response at the top and bottom of the ar
columns~marked by arrows from the left! arises from the curren
feeding resistors made from InAu thin films.
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which corresponds to larger energy barriers for vorte
antivortex creation. Such an inhomogeneous distribution
the bias current is in agreement with the small magnetic p
etration depthl of the array. The correspondingly stron
inductive effects lead to a spatial distribution of the dc b
current that is strongly peaked at the two array edges par
to the current flow.15,16 The current-induced flux is also
maximal at these edges. It is oriented in opposite directi
at opposite edges. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where we p
the numerically calculated current and magnetic field dis
butions for a 20320 array atI 50.86Nic and withl'50.6a.
Similar simulation results in this subcritical region have be
reported in Refs. 14 and 15.

2. Vortex dynamics region„I c<I <I l in …

Above I c the current through the edge junctions excee
the junction critical current. As a result, vortices enter t
array at one edge and antivortices at the opposite edge. T
vortices are depinned from the edges by the Lorentz fo
and move across the array, generating the observed vol

LTSEM results for bias currents slightly aboveI c are pre-
sented and discussed in Refs. 5–8. In the LTSEM ima
obtained in this current region it is seen~see, e.g., Ref. 5!
that the sign of the voltage signal near the sample ed
tends to alternate along the current direction. These ima
indicate an alternating or staggered crossing vortex mo
where vortices and antivortices are nucleated at opposite
ray edges and subsequently move across the whole arra
the array edge opposite to the nucleation site they leave
array or, equivalently, annihilate with an image vortex
opposite sign. We will see below that this interpretation
confirmed by the general behavior found in simulation i
ages for a bias current slightly above the array critical c
rent. This kind of alternating crossing vortex motion has
observed analog in continuous superconducting samples

To analyze the dynamics of the vortices in full detail, w
have studied graphical animations of the time evolution
the vortex distributions in the array. First we discuss the o
obtained in a simulation forI 50.95Nic of a 20320 array
with bc50 and l'50.6a. When we start the simulation
with random initial phases we observe, after a transien
about t/tc5800 time units, the type of vortex motion de
picted in Fig. 4~a!. The snapshots in Fig. 4~a! show the same
type of vortex motion as the one deduced from the LTSE
measurements: Vortices of opposite sign cross the arra
opposite directions in adjacent rows. We observe that
staggered structure is broken at two places, where two a
cent rows are crossed by vortices of equal sign. One m
view these places as domain wall defects between two
ferent polarities of the staggered pattern~for experimental
results see also Ref. 5!. We have verified that this type o
dynamics is stable for very long simulation times. The po
tion and number of domain walls depend sensitively on
initial conditions. For all currents in the rang
I c /(Nic)50.87<I /(Nic)&1.15 the long-time stable vorte
dynamics is of the same staggered type. The dynamical
terns observed experimentally as well as numerically
I *I c are strongly influenced by vortex-vortex interaction
These interactions lead to the almost regular patterns
which the vortices tend to move. Towards the high-curr
end of region~II !, the dynamics is different. Imaging th
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5568 56S. G. LACHENMANN et al.
FIG. 4. Vortex configurations for simulations of a 20320 array, for three different values of the bias current~a!–~c!. For each current
value, we show four consecutive frames~0–3!. The dc bias current flows vertically through the array. The black~white! squares denote
plaquettes with vortex numbern(R)511(21). Vortices with positive sign move to the right, vortices with negative sign to the left, as ca
be deduced by comparing consecutive frames.~a! I 50.95Nic . Frame 0 is att53000tc . Between consecutive frames there is a time interva
of 3tc . Adjacent rows tend to be crossed by vortices of opposite sign. The alternating structure is disrupted between the third and four
from above and between the sixth and seventh rows from below.~b! I 51.20Nic . Frame 0 is att59025tc . Between consecutive frames
there is a time interval of 2tc . ~c! I 52.0Nic . Frame 0 is att5500.75tc . Between consecutive frames there is a time interval of 0.9tc .
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dynamical state by LTSEM now yields larger two
dimensional domain patterns spreading over several
cells in both thex and y directions. A typical example for
this kind of voltage response is given in Fig. 3~b!. From our
experimental observations, we can deduce the following:~1!
The dynamical state, which gives rise to the voltage ima
is stable in time. If the parameters of the sample (I , T) are
not changed, a subsequent image will give the same re
~2! The imaging results depend sensitively on the history
for example, the bias current or temperature is changed
nificantly and then returned to the same parameter val
the imaging results change.~3! When I or T is changed
smoothly, we observe a smooth variation of the detected
terns.~4! A magnetic field~nonintegerf or u f u.5) changes
the regular pattern, observed for small bias currents
cussed above, to a complex response similar to that show
Fig. 3~b!. Based on these observations, we conclude that
voltage response is caused by a complex multivortex dyn
ics, and not by, e.g., sample inhomogeneities, trapped fl
or temperature fluctuations.

In our simulations, the staggered vortex dynamics is
relevant dynamics up to approximatelyI 51.15Nic . The re-
gion 1.15&I /(Nic)&1.5 is a transition region between th
regime of staggered vortex dynamics and the regime of c
stant differential resistance. In this current interval, in so
parts of the array vortices move independently, and in oth
we observe vortices that tend to move coherently in adjac
rows. A representative example of this type of dynamics
given in Fig. 4~b!.

3. Linear branch „I >I l in …

In region ~III !, where theI -V curve is linear~constant
differential resistance!, each junction in the array column
~longitudinal junction! yields approximately the same vol
it
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age signalDV(x0 ,y0) and the LTSEM image is rather un
form over the whole array. For example, atI 55I c for a
10310 array the voltage signal at each junction was
same within 5%~see Fig. 7 of Ref. 8!.

The absence of any structure in the beam-induced volt
signal suggests that there are no isolated vortices enterin
leaving the array. This is indeed what we find in the simu
tions in the region of constant differential resistance. In fa
the dynamics in this current region is due to a state in wh
the phases of the longitudinal junctions belonging to
same column oscillate almost in phase. This phase coher
reveals itself in a wavelike dynamics of the magnetic fie
distribution. When looking at the discrete vortex configur
tions shown in Fig. 4~c!, we observe fronts of vortices tha
move inward from the boundaries. In the middle, the vortic
annihilate. The discrete vortex configurations in Fig. 4~c!
show a high degree of symmetry, which reflects the coh
ence in the motion of the longitudinal junctions in differe
rows. We have also explicitly simulated a scanning-induc
8% critical-current reduction of subsequent individual jun
tions for I 52.0Nic , and indeed find a spatially uniform volt
age change.

C. Crossover from vortex-dominated
to coherent-phase dynamics

In the above we have focused on comparing the LTSE
images with snapshots of vortex configurations from num
cal simulations. We found three regions in theI -V charac-
teristics as well as in the experimental and numerically
tained images. We related these regions to different type
dynamics. The crossover from a vortex-dominated to
coherent-phase dynamics can be explored in more deta
the model simulations. To this end, we can consider a nu
ber of quantities that probe the degree of vortex organiza
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56 5569CURRENT-INDUCED VORTEX DYNAMICS IN . . .
or the degree of phase coherence. In particular, we find
the following order-parameter-like quantitiesP and Ps can
be used to distinguish the different current ranges:

P[K (Y51
M unc~Y,t !u

NV~ t ! L , ~5!

Ps[K (Y51
M ~21!Ync~Y,t !

NV~ t ! L , ~6!

where

nc~Y,t ![ (
X51

N21

n~R,t !, NV~ t ![(
R

un~R,t !u.

X and Y denote thex and y components of the plaquett
coordinate R, respectively: R5Xex1Yey . The physical
meaning ofP and Ps can be inferred from the fact that
vortex that enters at one side of the array either leaves
array on the other side or is annihilated by an antivor
moving in the opposite direction. The quantitync(Y,t) for
row Y distinguishes between these two possibilities. In
former casenc is nonzero, whereas in the latter case it is,
average, zero. A value ofP51 thus implies that all the vor
tices cross the whole array unobstructed, whileP50 implies
that the vortices are annihilated in the middle of the arr
The staggered order parameterPs measures whether the sp
tially resolved vortex dynamics consists of alternating ro
of vortices and antivortices crossing the array. The prese
of domain walls, i.e., two adjacent rows in which vortic
cross the array in the same direction, reducesPs .

On the basis of this interpretation we expect that Fig. 4~a!
@low-current region~II !# corresponds toP'1, Ps'1, and
Fig. 4~c! @region~III !# to P'0 andPs'0. In Fig. 6 we plot
P and Ps versus the applied current. Indeed, directly af
depinning,I .I c'0.87Nic , P and Ps attain values close to
1. As the current increases this value slowly decreases@low-
current region~II !#. At I'1.2Nic the value of both order
parameters exhibits a sharp drop to a much smaller~but non-
zero! value. In this region the order parameters slowly d
crease to the values near zero in~III !. Thus, usingP andPs
one can readily establish the type of vortex dynamics with
having to study vortex animations for each value of the b

FIG. 5. Simulated field and current distribution in the cent
row of a 20320 array withl'50.6a and I 50.86Nic , just below
the array critical current.i y is the current through a longitudina
junction.
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current. In particular, long-time-stable valuesP'1, Ps'1
correspond to a staggered crossing vortex motion.

We will now correlate the different regions, mapped o
usingP andPs , with the behavior of other quantities. In Fig
6~a! we show both the voltage and the average velocity
vortex Vv5V/nv ~the voltage normalized by the number
vortices! versus current. In the inset of Fig. 6~b! we plot the
vortex density. We observe that the vortex density display
pronounced maximum in region~II !, accompanied by a
smaller slope of theVv(I ) curve as compared to the othe
regions. The dynamical properties of the vortices in this
gion are thus different from the other regions.

Vortex jumps across a junction not only give rise to
contribution to the longitudinal voltage across the array,
also induce a fluctuation of the transverse~Hall! voltage
around zero. For the nearly antisymmetric dynamical p
terns of vortices in the phase-coherence region~III !, like the
ones shown in Fig. 4~c!, the Hall voltage contributions of the
left and right halves of the array tend to cancel by symme
In the region with staggered crossing vortex motion, ho
ever, the vortex jumps in the left half of the array do n
occur in unison with antivortex jumps in the right half, lea
ing to larger fluctuations in the Hall voltage. Therefore t
Hall voltage fluctuations may be viewed as a measure of
degree of~anti!symmetry in the dynamics. Indeed, as seen
the inset of Fig. 6~a!, the magnitude of these fluctuations
reduced dramatically between the vortex-dominated and
coherent-phase regime.

Figure 6~a! is obtained in an upward current sweep. W
have also performed a downward current sweep from reg
~III !, starting with a uniform phase configuration. We fin
that region ~III ! is exactly characterized byP5Ps50,
whereas in the upward sweep there are still some asym
tries in the vortex configuration that yield small but nonze
values for the order parameters. Entering the high-curr
end of~II !, P andPs attain nonzero values. There is a slig
hysteresis in the current value at whichP andPs attain val-
ues close to 1.

The power spectrum of the voltage,

l
FIG. 6. Crossover from vortex-dominated to coherent-phase

namics as a function of applied currentI , probed by~a! V ~solid
line!, V/nv ~dot-dashed line!, and the variancesH of the Hall volt-
age ~inset, in arbitrary units!; ~b! P ~solid line!, Ps ~dot-dashed
line!, andnv ~inset!. All results are obtained in an upward curre
sweep of a 20320 array fork50.6 andT50. For each current
value we used a warm-up time of 1000tc and an averaging time o
2000tc .
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is another useful probe for the vortex dynamics. A nonz
voltage can be viewed as either created by a vortex jum
by a junction phase slip. When the longitudinal junctio
oscillate coherently,S(n) consists of sharp peaks at mu
tiples of n5V/(2ptc). If the dynamics, however, is domi
nated by incoherent vortex jumps, the peaks in the spect
are much broader. In Fig. 7 we showS(n) for three different
currents. Fromi b50.95, within the ‘‘vortex’’ region, to
i 52.0 @region ~III !# the spectrum changes from a noisy
sharply peaked one. These results again illustrate the cr
over from a vortex-dominated dynamics to a coherent-ph
dynamics for higher currents.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In summary, we have shown that the comparison of L
SEM images and results of model calculations can sign
cantly increase our insight in the dynamics of Josephs
junction arrays. On the one hand, the comparison of
experimental images with the results of model simulatio
corroborates the interpretation of images for currents not
far from the array critical current, and contributes to o
understanding of the dynamics underlying the images out
this current region. It shows that the dynamics we fou
exists even in the absence of the disturbance produced b
measuring device. On the other hand, the agreement with
experimental results supports the relevance of the mo
equations employed. In the context of the samples stud
here, an essential ingredient of these model equations is
inclusion of ~strong! self-induced magnetic fields.

The successful comparison between experimental and
oretical results has enabled us to map out three regions
different types of dynamics for dc-biased arrays withl',a
in zero applied magnetic field. For bias currents above
array critical current we found current-induced vortex nuc
ation at the array edges parallel to the bias current. We id
tified an alternating pattern of crossing vortices and antiv
tices as the typical vortex dynamics existing for bias curre
slightly above the array critical current. We conclude tha
least part of the rich structure found in the experimentaI -
V’s is due to the dynamics of vortices.17,18 For larger cur-
rents, theI -V characteristic becomes linear, and the unde
ing dynamics is characterized by a growing tendency of l
gitudinal junctions to oscillate in phase. We have furth
illustrated the crossover from vortex-dominated to cohere
phase-like dynamics by numerically studying the spec
function, the Hall-voltage fluctuations, and order-parame
like quantities.

Recently Oppenla¨nder and co-workers19 have also calcu-
lated I -V characteristics similar to the experimental on
however, without taking into account the dynamics of t
self-induced magnetic fields that are essential for a succ
ful theoretical description of the experimentally observed m
croscopic dynamics. In their work the structure in the diffe
ential resistance is due to the inclusion of strong~magnetic!
disorder.20
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In this paper, we have discussed the numerical results
a zero McCumber parameter. In the experiments, the M
Cumber parameter was estimated to bebc50.7. In our
model simulations, the microscopic dynamics for curre
above but close to the array critical current remains qual
tively the same for this value of the McCumber paramet
For higher currents the dynamics is again characterized b
large degree of spatial coherence. The region of genuine
tex dynamics shrinks with increasingbc . For bc>2.5 the
system enters a row-switched state immediately above
critical current~for l'50.6a), and therefore no vortex-flow
regime is found. For nonzero applied magnetic field, ro
switched states in inductive arrays were studied in Ref. 2

For the arrays used in the present studies, the Koster
Thouless-Berezinskii phase transition temperatureTKTB is
close to the superconducting transition temperatureTc of the
Nb thin films. The experiments are performed at tempe
tures well belowTKTB , 2ekBT/\ i c;131023. For these
temperatures the effect of thermally induced vortices on
array dynamics is negligible.22 We have also performed ca
culations forl'*a ~outside the region of the present expe
ments! up to l'510a.23 In this regime we have found a
staggered vortex dynamics similar to the one observed
l'&a, again occurring for currents slightly above the arr
critical current. This indicates that the staggered vortex
namics is the generic dynamics for such currents.

In the LTSEM experiments, the images corresponding
the staggered vortex dynamics were found for some rang
magnetic frustrations around zero. We have simulated
dynamics in the lower part of region~II ! ~where the alternat-
ing crossing vortex motion is observed! in a magnetic frus-
tration of f 50.01. For currents slightly aboveI c , we find
that the array evolves towards a similar state as found
f 50, but now there are on average more vortices with po
tive vorticity than with negative vorticity.
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